Abstract Current diagnostic scheduling views cerebral palsy (CP) and developmental coordination disorder (DCD) as distinct disorders, though some hypothesise that the two lie on a continuum of motor impairment. We review recent evidence surrounding risk factors and underlying neurological mechanisms for both disorders, which we argue are central to clarifying this debate. Research highlights some common pre-, peri-and neo-natal risk factors for CP and DCD, indicating potential similarities in aetiology. Neurophysiological data, however, are conflicting. There is evidence of an overlap in micro-and macro-structural abnormalities only when DCD samples include children exposed to pre-and peri-natal adversities, suggesting subgroups. There is a distinct lack of experimental work directly comparing children with DCD with and without exposure to pre-and peri-natal adversity, or children with CP and DCD. Hence, firm conclusions about the CP-DCD continuum debate cannot be drawn until neuroimaging and experimental work to this end is conducted.
Introduction
Cerebral palsy (CP) and developmental coordination disorder (DCD) are disorders of movement that are most often considered to be separate entities, but at times, have been linked through terminology (minimal cerebral palsy is one of the past terms used to describe DCD [1] ) or hypotheses that suggest that the two lie on a continuum [2] . A considerable evidence base has been established for the risk factors, causal pathways and neurological mechanisms for CP, but far less has been understood in DCD and it is unclear what the relationship between the two is (if indeed there is any). While there is evidence that there are similarities in terms of the comorbidities that occur with each disorder [3•] , and that perhaps deficits in higher order motor control processes such as movement planning and motor imagery may be similar in both populations [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , our understanding of whether CP and DCD are on a continuum rests on whether the underlying aetiology is similar. To this end, the most valuable information will come from studies on the risk factors and underlying neurological mechanisms for each disorder. In this paper, we review and compare the most recent risk factor studies for both CP and DCD, and compare recent neuroimaging findings on DCD with the established evidence in CP to evaluate the hypothesis that the disorders lie on a continuum.
Cerebral Palsy
CP is an umbrella term to describe a group of disorders of the development of movement and posture, causing activity limitations, which are attributed to non-progressive disturbances that occurred in the developing foetal or infant brain [13] . CP is classified by the physical symptoms observed, based on the predominant type of motor disorder (spasticity, ataxia, dystonia or choreoathetosis) and the anatomic distribution. Spastic CP is characterised by hypertonic skeletal muscle most commonly resulting from lesions to upper motor neurons located in the primary motor cortex [14] . Ataxia most commonly results from damage to the cerebellum [15] and results in tremor, a lack of coordination and reduced balance. Dystonia and choreoathetosis are both forms of dyskinetic CP, most commonly resulting from damage to the basal ganglia [16] . These characteristics may be observed unilaterally, affecting one side of the body (hemiplegia), or bilaterally, involving either the lower body (diplegia) or all four limbs (quadriplegia), with significant variation in severity. Children with CP can have a range of functional abilities from walking independently to requiring full physical assistance for all activities [17, 18] . These three factors (type, distribution and severity) combine to result in significant heterogeneity in motor impairment. In addition, the motor disorders of cerebral palsy are often accompanied by disturbances of sensation, perception, cognition, communication and behaviour, by epilepsy, and by secondary musculoskeletal problems [19] .
Developmental Coordination Disorder
The predominant diagnostic features of DCD include a delay in motor development [Criterion A; Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, Fifth Edition (DSM-5); 20].
Like CP, DCD is characterised by significant heterogeneity, but unlike CP, reliable subgroupings based on clinical presentation are less clear. Studies continue to attempt to identify such subgroupings [21, 22] , but consistent subgroupings across studies are difficult to identify. It is accepted that some children with DCD will experience only fine motor deficits, others only gross motor deficits and others a combination of both [23] , but the characteristics of these impairmentsawkward, slow and less precise -appear to be similar regardless of the skill affected and there is currently no known aetiology that defines each subgroup.
Importantly, the diagnostic criteria for DCD have recently undergone subtle changes with the release of the DSM-5 [20] . Specifically, while onset early in the developmental period has long been a recognised feature of DCD, it is now acknowledged within the criteria (Criterion C). Furthermore, the final criterion (D) states that deficits in motor skills must not be better explained by intellectual disability, visual impairment or a neurological condition impacting movement (e.g. cerebral palsy, muscular dystrophy, degenerative disorder), which is now more specific than the related Criterion C in earlier iterations of the diagnostic criteria [24] . Previously, Criterion C stated that the disturbance in motor skills could not be the result of a "general medical condition" and this often resulted in questions over whether being born preterm precluded a diagnosis of DCD. Based on the new criteria, there is no reason that preterm birth should preclude a diagnosis of DCD, unless CP is diagnosed. This allows us to provide an interesting review of risk factors for DCD and their relationship to those for CP. Importantly, according to Criterion D, a diagnosis of CP precludes a diagnosis of DCD and implies that DCD itself does not have a neurological basis. However, this review will cite a number of recent studies that have identified atypical patterns of neural activation in DCD samples and discuss the relevance of this to Criterion D.
Risk Factors for CP and DCD
It has been suggested that CP and DCD may fall on a continuum on the basis that there is an overlap in pre-and peri-natal risk factors for each [2] . While this is often the case in the reported literature, a major limitation in older studies [25] [26] [27] and in those that we discuss below is that they do not compare differences in children with DCD born at term with those with children born preterm. Given that preterm birth is associated with a significant number of pre-and peri-natal adversities, it is unclear whether this produces a bias in findings. In CP, it has recently been reported that although many of the risk factors for CP in children born preterm are reported in those born at term, those born at term were more likely to have fewer of those same risk factors [28] . The authors suggest this may mean that those born at term were more likely to develop CP as a result of antenatal risk factors or the interaction of a smaller number of risk factors, whereas for those born preterm, CP likely develops from a multifaceted interaction of risk factors. That there are differences in the development of CP for children born term versus preterm may indicate the same would apply for DCD.
A small number of recent population cohort studies have reported on risk factors for DCD [29•, 30, 31] , but only the study by Faebo Larsen et al. [29•] considered those born at term separately from those born preterm. The percentage of children born at term with DCD was 2.9 %, while 6.4 % of children born preterm and 18.3 % born very preterm were classified with DCD. Being born male and preterm were the biggest risks for DCD. Being small for gestational age was a risk factor in both term and preterm infants (and has previously been shown to increase the risk of CP [32] ), while younger maternal age (<25 years) and increased maternal smoking were risk factors in term infants. While smoking is known to be a cause of restricted foetal growth, which is in turn a risk factor for CP [33] , the finding that DCD risk increased with younger maternal age is in conflict with the commonly accepted CP risk factor of maternal age >35 years [34•] . There were no reported associations between maternal age and the other risk factors studied, so it is difficult to determine the cause of this finding and unfortunately the study did not include pre-and peri-natal risk factors more commonly observed in studies with preterm children.
Using an impressively stringent diagnostic protocol for DCD (notably lacking in most preterm studies), Lingam et al. [30] found that the risk ratio for DCD was significantly greater in those born preterm, with a birthweight less than 2500 g and in families with a lower socioeconomic status. Unfortunately, despite having an impressive number of children born at term and diagnosed with DCD in the study (N=302), they did not consider risk factors for this group alone. Similarly, decreasing gestational age was demonstrated to significantly increase the risk of DCD when compared with children born at 40 weeks by Zhu et al. [31] . The risk of DCD was significantly increased at 37 weeks gestation, with an odds ratio of 1.5, which increased to 4.8 at 31 weeks or less. This relationship with gestational age is confirmed by studies that restrict analysis to preterm samples, with reviews having previously demonstrated the increased occurrence of DCD/ motor impairment in preterm children who do not develop CP [35, 36] .
Although many more studies have reported on risk factors for DCD in preterm groups, there is no clear consensus on what factors are most likely to result in an outcome of DCD. Indeed, like CP, it appears that the causal pathways are multifactorial and differ across children. In the most recent study, Zwicker et al. [37•] examined risk factors for DCD in children born with very low birthweight (<1250 g). There were a number of factors that differed between those in the sample with DCD and those without DCD, including gestational age and birthweight (both lower in DCD), gender (greater proportion of male individuals with DCD), as well as more common postnatal steroid exposure, longer duration of ventilation, more days on oxygen, retinopathy of prematurity and hyponatraemia. The authors took one further step and conducted a logistic regression to examine the relationship between these factors and movement assessment scores, finding that only birthweight, male sex and postnatal steroid exposure were significant predictors (gestational age was not included as a possible predictor because of its close relationship to birthweight). The effect of gender appeared to be independent of birthweight or gestational age, with no differences noted between male and female individuals on these factors. The authors argued that although low birthweight children with DCD were exposed to a number of neonatal risk factors to a greater extent than those without DCD, only one of these (postnatal steroid exposure) was actually a significant predictor of movement impairment. This is an important finding and indicates that the presence of a wide range of risk factors does not necessarily relate to the development of DCD.
The risk factors for CP are many and a thorough review has recently been provided [34•] . Many of these factors are commonly reported in relation to preterm births (e.g. multiple births, infections, male gender, maternal disease or infection, inflammation, stroke, seizures) and so it is not surprising that there is a significant overlap between risk factors reported in preterm DCD samples and CP samples. These risk factors also increase the risk of CP when present in term births. What remains to be examined is exactly how closely these risk factors are related to DCD in term-born children and whether the simple presence of these factors is actually related to motor outcome, with the Zwicker et al. study [37•] indicating that this is not always the case.
Neural Mechanisms
The neural mechanisms involved in DCD and CP are not fully understood and, like risk factors, in most cases are thought to be multifactorial [3•] . The human brain undergoes complex organisational changes during development both in and ex utero, with a range of both pathogenic and environmental events affecting how the brain develops [38] . Not surprisingly, there is more known about the neural mechanisms involved in CP than DCD, as the motor impairment in children with CP involves a disturbance to the developing brain. There has been a recent increase in the number of studies examining the neural mechanisms in DCD and we review here similarities and differences identified in DCD and CP at macrostructural, microstructural and functional levels.
Macrostructural Mechanisms
A recent systematic review identified that 80 % of children with CP have some abnormal neuroradiological findings, with white matter being the most common. Interestingly, this leaves up to 20 % of cases where no abnormality is detectable on conventional imaging [39] , though this may be more likely in cases of mild or resolved CP [40] . There is a paucity of studies reporting on the presence or absence of macrostructural abnormalities in DCD samples, unless the sample is drawn from cohorts of children at an increased risk of perinatal adversities (e.g. preterm cohorts).
Brain development in children born very preterm (births <32 weeks of gestational age) provides a model for DCD and CP as it conforms to a spectrum of motor impairment severity with potentially common neural mechanisms. Amongst children born very preterm, between 30 and 50 % may suffer specific early damage to peritrigonal brain regions of the cerebral white matter, known as periventricular leukomalacia (PVL) [41] . This is the dominant form of brain injury in children born preterm and is characterised by periventricular gliosis without tissue loss and secondary ventricular dilatation [42] . In individuals born preterm, there is a local focus and diffuse component to the injury, with the pathways that connect subcortical structures with cortical areas affected. This mostly results in motor impairments, however, cognitive and behavioural difficulties can also occur depending on the location of the injury [41] [42] [43] . As PVL involves a diffuse pattern of injury, both hemispheres are usually involved and, in the most severe cases of PVL, the motor impairment results in CP, with bilateral CP being the common presentation in children born preterm. However, white matter abnormality has also been identified in children born preterm with DCD. In a large study of 193 very preterm infants who had brain scans at term equivalent age, the severity of white matter abnormality related to the degree of motor impairment ranged from mild motor impairment to CP [44] . When children with CP were excluded from the analysis, there was still an association with motor impairment and white matter abnormality, suggesting that there is a neural component to all forms of motor impairment in preterm cohorts. This was also the conclusion of a recent review that determined that motor impairment in children born preterm was related to white matter abnormalities and severe magnetic resonance imaging abnormalities [45•] . The implications of these findings for children with DCD who were not at risk of perinatal adversity are unclear.
Microstructural Mechanisms
Diffusion tensor imaging was recently used in a small pilot study (DCD n=7; control n=9) to examine the integrity of motor, sensory and cerebellar pathways in children with DCD [46] . Both diffusivity and fractional anisotropy measures were reported for the corticospinal tract, posterior thalamic radiation and superior and middle cerebellar peduncles. Compared with a group of typically developing peers, the children with DCD showed no differences in fractional anisotropy in any area. This is in contrast to children with CP, with a recent review reporting that decreased fractional anisotropy has repeatedly been found in the corticospinal tract in studies involving CP [47] . Zwicker et al. [46] also reported significantly reduced levels of mean diffusivity in the corticospinal tract in the DCD group compared with typically developing peers, with a trend towards lower diffusivity also noted in the posterior thalamic radiation, but no differences in the cerebellar peduncles. Again, this is in contrast to studies with CP, with increased levels of mean diffusivity a regular finding in CP samples [47] . Interestingly, the findings relating to DCD are also in contrast to those of a very recent study that determined that very preterm children with a research diagnosis of DCD showed significant size reductions in fractional anisotropy of the right corticospinal tract compared with very preterm children without DCD and in both left and right tracts when compared with term controls [48] . The results of Zwicker et al. [46] may indicate that there are microstructural abnormalities present in DCD and that these abnormalities differ from those observed in children with CP and potentially also from those with DCD as a result of perinatal adversity. However, as noted, it is important to note that this was a pilot study with only seven children, two of whom had considerably lower axial diffusivity scores than the remaining five, which may have skewed the results. Replication is required and should also include information about any perinatal risk factors present in the sample.
Functional Mechanisms
Functional neuroimaging studies that examine motor control in CP are surprisingly lacking, though a similar paucity of functional studies has been noted for cognition, and in particular, executive function [49] . Because of the lack of research identifying structural differences in DCD, functional studies have been favoured, though still small in number. Researchers have identified higher order motor control processes in which deficits have been observed in DCD samples [see 50 for a recent review] and attempted to identify atypical neural activity underlying such deficits.
DCD functional magnetic resonance imaging study samples have been small and each study has used a different task (though typically variations of visuomotor tasks). An initial visuomotor tracking task identified reduced activation in the left superior and inferior parietal lobes and the left postcentral gyrus [51] . In contrast, during a trail-making task, another DCD group was found to show increased BOLD response across a greater number of brain regions than typically developing peers, spanning the frontal, parietal and temporal lobes, whereas the typically developing children activated more areas in the precuneus in the superior parietal lobule. [52] . Differing task demands (discrete vs. continuous) and differing amounts of practice pre-scanning may have contributed to the differences between these studies. In a follow-up study, Zwicker et al. [53] examined the effect of task learning on the same trail-making task and found that children with DCD showed lower percentage signal change across a number of brain regions compared with typically developing children. These included the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, inferior parietal lobule and cerebellum, suggesting under-activation of the cerebellar-parietal and cerebellar-prefrontal networks. Interestingly, this profile of atypical neural function supports a recent meta-analysis of neuro-cognitive accounts of DCD, suggesting that fundamental deficits generating and/or using predictive modes of movement and rhythmic coordination (both of which are subserved by dorsal systems and their associated projections) may account, at least in part, for the motor deficits typical of DCD [50] . While neuroimaging evidence directly challenging these accounts is scarce, recently, motor timing was examined, with participants required to respond to stimuli at predictable or unpredictable interstimulus intervals [54] . Typically developing children, in line with adult research, were found to increase activation in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, cerebellum and temporoparietal junction when responding to unpredictable versus predictable intervals. In contrast, the DCD group did not show such an increase and as a result, showed significantly less activation in these areas during the unpredictable sequences. In addition to these studies, a recent study using electroencephalography found that when planning and executing a simple visuomotor aiming task, young children with DCD show a reduced amplitude of movement-related cortical potentials compared with typically developing children, but that older children with DCD show a greater engagement of motor cortical resources [55] . The latter was deemed to be a compensatory strategy, with increased cortical recruitment required to overcome reduced ability.
Taken together, these findings suggest that the majority of children with CP have abnormalities in neural structure that can be identified using current neuroimaging methods. It also appears that many children with perinatal adversity who develop motor impairment (or DCD) show abnormalities in neural structure (though to a lesser extent than those who develop CP). In addition, the corticospinal tract development is compromised in both of these groups and this disruption is likely to extend to their afferent sensory pathways. What is unclear is what implications this has for the functional connectivity of the motor system during motor activity. In contrast, available data on structural abnormalities in DCD are quite limited. What does exist suggests no major structural deviations. This brings into question whether or not the motor impairment observed in children exposed to perinatal adversity can be considered the same as that experienced by children without such exposure, particularly in light of the conflicting findings around fibre tracts (though more research is required in this area). Furthermore, functional abnormalities in neural activation in DCD may point to the presence of a yet to be identified neural underpinning for DCD, which brings into question the DSM-5 Criterion D. This criterion should be carefully considered as neuroimaging work continues to emerge in the field. Again, more research is required before a conclusion can be drawn on a CP-DCD continuum.
The Missing Pieces of the Puzzle
The heterogeneity in DCD suggests that there are likely to be subtypes within the disorder and it is likely that each subtype is subserved by, at least partly, differing aetiologies. To shed further light on the CP-DCD continuum debate, it is therefore critical to identify subgroup/s of DCD that may be more likely to share a similar causal pathway and/or neurological aetiology with CP. To do so, we believe the following are crucial:
1. Studies that examine the similarities and differences in risk factors, causal pathways, neural structure and function between children with CP and those at increased risk of pre-and peri-natal adversity, such as children born preterm. Given the significant overlap in risk factors, it is reasonable to expect that DCD present in children born preterm, if in fact a distinct subgroup from those born term (see point 2 below), would be the most likely form of DCD to fall on a continuum with CP. 2. Similar studies are required that compare DCD in samples of children who have experienced pre-and peri-natal adversity with those with DCD who have not. In the past, the DSM criterion that motor impairment was not due to a general medical condition [24] has led to debate about the inclusion of preterm children in DCD samples, but with the rephrasing of this criterion, there is no longer any reason based on current knowledge that this should continue. However, there does need to be an awareness that these two groups may indeed be distinct subgroups of DCD, which needs further exploration. In this vein, DCD researchers need to improve their reporting of the presence or exclusion of children born preterm in their samples. 3. Researchers, particularly working with preterm samples, need to apply the DSM-5 [20] diagnostic criteria for DCD more closely. Many studies with DCD (not preterm) claim to implicitly meet Criterion B as their sample has been drawn from a clinical population, indicating that the motor impairment observed likely impacts on daily living. It is important to note that the presence of motor impairment does not automatically allow for a diagnosis of DCD and the impact on daily living is rarely addressed in preterm studies. Indeed in this review, we have referred to studies that have used the term DCD without addressing this criterion or in the case of two studies, based their 'diagnosis' of DCD solely on a parent questionnaire [29•, 31] . Furthermore, it is important that intellectual disability and visual impairment are not contributing to the motor impairment (Criterion D). The use of the term DCD should not be used in future studies without appropriate diagnostic measures. If these are not met, another term, such as 'motor impaired', should be employed. 4. As noted earlier, both children with CP and DCD appear to share deficits in higher order motor cognition, including poor motor imagery and action planning [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , though no direct empirical comparison exists. While this overlap could be interpreted within the continuum framework of CP-DCD, we must be circumspect about doing so given the lack of supporting neurophysiological data. That is, while there are similarities in behavioural atypicalities, there is a lack of accompanying neurophysiological data that limits the degree to which the underlying causes (neural or otherwise) of poor performance, and whether they overlap for CP and DCD, can be elucidated. Still, direct comparison of behavioural and neurological performance of those sub-types of DCD and CP (i.e. preterm) that are most likely to share a causal basis on tests of motor cognition may shed light on the underlying neuro-cognitive mechanisms that subserve both disorders, and how, if at all, they overlap.
Conclusion
Currently, there is limited evidence to either support or refute the presence of a continuum between CP and DCD. We suggest that it is possible there may be a subgroup/s of DCD that do fall on some form of continuum with CP, but that this is most likely in children who were exposed to pre-and perinatal risk factors such as preterm birth. In the latter, there is some evidence that risk factors for both CP and DCD show considerable overlap and that the neural structure, at both macro and micro levels, shows similarities. However, there is a paucity of studies that directly compare children with CP and DCD or that compare children with DCD who were exposed to these risk factors with those who were not. Continued advances in neuroimaging, direct comparison of behavioural and neurophysiological outcomes on tasks of motor cognition and a greater number of population-and cohortbased studies will hopefully allow for more conclusive outcomes in coming years.
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